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Out There

The Accidental App Developer
How a New York architect built an award-winning app and a platform for public art appreciation
When Abby Suckle and her
colleagues approached the stage
to receive their award at NYC’s
Big Apps 2.0 Competition,
they did not fit the stereotype
of app developers. “The
audience thought we were the
developers’ moms!” Suckle
laughs.
But there they were there
in late 2011, shaking Mayor
Bloomberg’s hand and receiving
an Honorable Mention for Best
Cultural App for New York
City for their first endeavor in
the smartphone app market
CultureNOW: A Guidebook for
the Museum Without Walls,
Lower Manhattan edition. The
app provides a comprehensive
and curated guide to the
public art and architecture of
Lower Manhattan, complete
with descriptions, photos and
podcasts by artists, architects,
and planners.
Suckle and her colleagues
began this journey about 10
years ago, when they founded

a pro bono coalition of design
professionals in the weeks
after September 11. The
group undertook planning
initiatives for post-9/11 Lower
Manhattan and brainstormed
ways to remind New Yorkers
of the neighborhood’s cultural,
architectural, historical, and
artistic gems. “We wanted to
get people downtown again
and revitalize the community,”
Suckle remembers.

By Leslie Wolke

The group’s first publication
was an 8-ft.-long map of public
art in Lower Manhattan. As
an architect, Suckle had little
experience with mapping and
graphic design. “The map
didn’t go over very well,” Suckle
remembers. “It was awkward
to use and expensive to print.”
But as Suckle and the large
volunteer taskforce collected,
cataloged, and organized
information about all the public

The free CultureNOW: Museum
Without Walls app provides a
curated guide to the public art and
architecture of Lower Manhattan,
complete with descriptions, photos,
and podcasts by artists, architects,
and planners.
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art sites and their creators,
it was clear that this level of
documentation had never been
undertaken.
It was also evident that
there was an audience eager
to discover and learn about
art in the public realm.
After the CultureNOW team
presented at a national public
art conference, they were
overwhelmed by requests to
share their methodology and
their content management
platform so that other cities
could catalog and publish
their collections. “We found
ourselves inadvertently
digitizing art at a national
scale,” recalls Suckle.
Suckle believes that art
and architecture should
be experienced in context.
Reading about an installation
or a building in a book does
not convey the physicality,
scale and relationships that one
encounters in person. So when
the iPhone app store came
along, Suckle realized this was
the perfect vehicle to broadcast
their growing database of art
and architecture to people as
they navigate the environment.

Today, CultureNOW offers
two editions of their guide: the
free award-winning guide for
Lower Manhattan and a $1.99
full version that can be used to
experience more than 60 art
collections across the country,
including large collections
in Kansas City, Portland, and
Phoenix. In total, CultureNOW
is currently tracking more than
10,000 sites with12,000 images
and 400 podcasts.
Suckle sums up the
CultureNOW project: “The
goal is to take the museum
out of the museum—to free
ourselves from print and to give
the visitor an easy reference,
similar to a museum’s acoustic
guide.” And with an expansive
definition of public art as
anything you can see from
a public place or paid for by
public money, the apps double
as travel guides for art lovers
and city explorers.

Above: CultureNOW started mapping
public art in Lower Manhattan in
2002 as part of efforts to revitalize
the neighborhood following the
September 11 terrorist attacks.

Top: A $1.99 full version of the app
that can be used to experience
more than 60 art collections
across the country. CultureNOW
is currently tracking more than
10,000 sites with 12,000 images
and 400 podcasts.

Leslie Wolke, SEGD (leslie.
wolke@gmail.com) is a
consultant who specializes in
wayfinding technology and
interactive donor recognition
systems.
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